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We Claim:

facestock sheet

in
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1
. AlibeTsheet constructioh>

a linear shoet;

a facestock sheet adhered to the linergfieet;

at least one cut line through the faefestock sheetAbut not the liner sheet to form a

abel releasably adhered/fo the liner sheet;

a first weakened line segment ipf the facestock sheet on one side of the label and a

second weakened line segment on ah opposite side/of the label, the line segments lying in

the same line, the same line extending at leasmibstantially from a first side edge of the

sheet to an opposite second side edge^d? the sheet, the same line passing through a

portion of the latel; and

ock sheet bej^g bendable back on the same line to thereby separate the

from gkporticn of the label such that the label portion can be grasped by a

the faces

liner sheet away

user and the labsUJeeled off of the

2. Thk construction of claim 1 wherein the first w&aj$ened line segment is a cut

acestogk sheet to the liner sheet.line through the

3. The

cut line through

construction of claim 2 wherein the second weakened\ne segment is a

the facestock sheet to the liner sheet.

4. Thfc

closest to the,

5./ Th

discontinuous

construction of claim 1 wherein the first weakened line ^segment has a

'dacing between adjacent labels.

a layer of a

leet.

instruction of claim 2 wherein an end of the first weakened

is spaced a short distance therefrom.

line segment

construction of claim 1 wherein the liner sheeHias a silicone coating, and

sandwiched between the facestectfsheet and the silicone coating.
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ttie label has a burst configuration with
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The construction of claim Iwf

alte>natin<| long and short points.

8. The construction of claim 1 further comprising the same line defining a first

line, a third weakened line segment in the facestock sheet on dne side of the label and a

fourth weakened line segment on an opposite side of the latell the third and fourth line

segments ying in the same line which defines a second^fne, the/ second line extending at

least subs antially from a first side edge of the sheet t&an opposite second side edge of the

sheet, the second line passing through a portion ofttie labej/closer to a center of the label

than the first line, the second line being spaced/from and^enerally parallel to the first line;

and the facestock sheet being bendable ba^onjhetirst and second lines to thereby pull

the liner sh*et away from a portion of theJa£eTwhereby the label portion can be grasped by

a user and he label peeled off of theJiri^r sheet.

9.

same lengt

10. The construction of claim 9 wherein at least one of the

segments h^s an unweakened portion.

12.

folding force

/13.

The construction of cjaim 8 wherein weakened portions of the first line are the

ie second line.

and second line

11. The construction of claim 10 wherein each of the weakened line segments is

a cut line segment through the facestock sheet.

lines.

Th6 construction of claim 9 wherein the first and second lines have the same

The construction of claim 12 wherein the weakened line segments are die cut

The construction of claim 8 wherein the label has a burst configuration.
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The construction of claim>4N wherein the burst configuration has^evenly

spaced, peripheral alternating long and short points.

16. 1 A label sheet construction, comprising:

a linear sheet;

a facostock sheet adhered to tbeliher she*

apestock sheet incJudmg a line oHacestock sheet labels;

;estockjgh€et including ajwjsakened fold line; and

sheet beino/bendable
; bacKon the weakened fold line to thereby

separate the |ner sheet awayirom portions of the labe\whereby the label portions can be

individually grasped by a^oser and the labels individually peeled off of the liner sheet.

17. Tlheyconstruction of claim 16 wherein the weakened fold line is a die cut line

through the fadestock sheet but not the liner sheet.

18^ T\he construction of claim 16 wherei

configi/fation witfyajternating long and short gpjj

the labels each have a burst

19. A label sheet construction, comprising

a liner sheet;

a facestock sheet adhered to the linef sheet;

at least one first cut line through/fhe facestock sheet but not the liner sheet to form a

facestock sheetfirst label releasabl/adhered to the liner sheet;

atteMt one second cut line through the facestock sheet but not the liner sheet to

a facestock sheet second label releasably adhered to the liner sheet;

i weakened line segment in the facestock sheet and extending at least substantially

between the first and second labels; and

the facestock/sheet being bendable back on the weakened line segment to thereby

separate the liner/sheet away from a portion of the first label whereby the label portion can

be grasped byA user and the first label peeled off of the liner sheet.
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20. The construction of claim 1 9 wherein the weakened line segment composes a

cut line through the facestock sheet to the liner sheet.

21. The construction of claim 20 wherein the cut line engages at opposite ends
thereof the first and second cut lines, and^ne cut line and tlje^first and second cut lines

comprise a continuous die cut line.

22. The constmctJoj^of/claim 19 further/bmprising at least one third cut line

through the facestock sheet but not the liner sheet to form a facestock sheet third label

releasably adhered/t6 the Ijrier sheet, the firsffsecond and third labels being aligned in a

row on the fapestock sheet, the weakened line segment defining a first segment, and a

weakene^line second/egment extending between the second and third labels.

23. The construction of/tfaim 22 wherein the first and second segments are in the

same line, and When the faceslock sheet is bent back on the first segment it is also bent

sack on the secfond segme/ft to thereby separate the liner sheet away from a portion of the

second label thereby th6 label portion of the second label can be grasped by a user and

the second label peeled off of the liner sheet.

24. / The/construction of claim 19 wherein the first label has first and second

parallel erlds and the first line segment is parallel to and spaced between the parallel ends.

25. /The construction of claim 19 further comprising a second weakened line

segment Which extends between the first label and an edge of the facestock sheet.

6. The construction of claim 19 wherein the first and second labels are both

rectangularly shaped.

'.17. The construction of claim 19 wherein the first and second labels are both

circularl|y shaped.
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28. Jfie* construction of claim 19 wherein the facestock sheet jr

Pranged in an array.

a plurality

29.

ase co£

The construction of claim 19 further comprising the liner sheet having a

"and adhesive between the facestock sheet and the release coating.

a

if]
ex

a pa

m
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4

a printer or copier and thereby printing

rA method of forming aijftqted label, comprisir

providing a liner sheet constmctiontocluding a^iner sheet and a facestock sheet

adhered to trie liner sheet, the facestock sheeting cut to form a label, and the facestock

sheet having k weakened fold line;

passinc the liner sheet construction

indicia on the

after thk printing, folding the linej/sheel construction along the weakened fold line

and thereby separating a portion of the/ppn1ed label off of the liner sheet; and

after th4 folding, grasping the>fabel portion and peeling the rest of the printed label

off of the liner

31. The method of/claim 30 wherein the weakened fold line defines a first

weakened fold hjrfe^thejac&^ weakened fold line, and the

folding includes folding on/he first and second weakened folates.

32. Trie method of claim 31 wherein the second weakenea\fold line is parallel to

the first weakened fold line.

33. Thfe .method of claim 31 wherein the folding on the second weakened fold line

separates an oujjer portion of the printed label portion from liner sheet.

34. /The method of claim 30 wherein thewea1<ened fold line includes a first cut

line segment through the facestock sheettjuHlot the liner sheet on one side of the label
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and a second fcut line sg

opposite side o

Jinej^

he label.

jstock sheet but not the liner sheefon an

35. Ttte method of claim 30 wherein the label defines a firaf label, the facestock

sheet is cut to define a second label, and the folding separates ajamtiqn of the second label

from the liner sheet.

36. The method of claim 35 further comprisinp^grasping the portion of the second

label and peelinc the second label off of the liner sheet.
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37. The^ method of claim 35 wherein/the printingjpcludes printing indicia on the

second label, and the peeling the second label is after th^peeling the first label.

38. The method of claim 35

the portion of the first label and a se

I

the folding includes a first folding to separate

folding to separate the portion of the second label,

and the peeling the first labeljs^after the first folding and before the second folding.

39. The

the second label o

40. The

facestock sheet to

nethod ofpalm 38 further comprising after the sebqnd folding, peeling

of the \mer sheet.

method of claim 35 wherein the providing includes di^y cutting the

simultaneously form the label and the weakened fold line.

41. The /method of claim 30 further comprising before the ppfiting, custom

designing the indicia on a personal computer.

met lod of forming a label sheet constmctiqp^e(5mprising:42.

proviSiog a Ijner sheet construction jn^ludtntj^a liner sheet and a facestock sheet

adhered to the liner sheet;

cytting the facestock sheet to form a label; and

i/ 15
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forming a weakerfed fold lipfe on the facestock-sheetto-facihtate removal ofthe label

from the liner sheet.

43. Tjje^metl

are conducted in a die

/

itnod of claim 42 wherein the cutting and weakened fold line forming

e\cut procedure.
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